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for years. In late May the Communist Dunne brothers in
Minneapolis organized a general truck drivers' strike, which
led to bloodshed* In San Francisco a longshoremen's walk-
out, begun in May, involved sympathetic unions in a four-
day general strike in July, the biggest of its kind since 1919.
A poll by the men ended this effort, to the disappointment
of its chief organizer, Australian-born Harry Bridges, whose
alleged Communist ties and resistance to deportation resulted
in a legal battle that raged through the late thirties. In Sep-
tember, 1934, a cut in production and hence in take-home
pay, sanctioned by the textile code authority, caused three
hundred and fifty thousand Southern cotton mill workers to
drop their tools. A mediation board, appointed by the presi-
dent and headed by New Hampshire's former Governor John
G. Winant, found considerable justice on the strikers' side and
recommended creation of the Textile Labor Relations Board.
To meet labor's growing power and in alarm at occasional
signs of radical infiltration, management began to patronize
more heavily the secret agents of Pinkerton and Burns and
to engage company detectives, "stool pigeons'* and incipient
strike breakers under such euphemisms as Ford's "service di-
vision." Facing unionization in the automobile industry,
General Motors from January, 1934, through July, 1936,
spent close to a million dollars for private detectives.
This threat to management in motors arose from a new
and militant force in American labor, the Committee for
Industrial Organization. The more aggressive elements in the
American Federation, notably the leaders of the United Mine
Workers, chafed under stodgy methods and relatively slow
expansion. The head of this bloc, burly, rhetorical John L.
Lewis, argued that the traditional "horizontal" or craft
structure of the A. F. of L. hampered its growth and bred
disdain by the "aristocrats of labor" for low-wage mass-
production workers. He wished to supplant it with industrial
unionism, a type represented by his own organization, the
International Ladies Garment Workers, the Amalgamated

